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Welcome
VTCT is the lead
specialist awarding
organisation in the hair
and beauty industry.
We have the largest
suite of qualifications
covering hair and
beauty in the UK.
We offer internationally
recognised specialist
qualifications at a
range of levels.
Find out more about VTCT and
what we could offer you...
Tel:

+44(0)23 8068 4500

Email: customerservice@vtct.org.uk

www.vtct.org.uk

With swinging views in public attitude
that can really affect business – Tesco,
for example, once loved, now hated –
it’s never a guaranteed secure future
for any business. The public believe
wholeheartedly that the hairdressing
and barbering industries are already
licenced. We have heard from salons
recently, who promote widely the fact
all their staff are registered, that their
clients are surprised this is not the
norm. It actually puts them one step
ahead of others in the area without
the same claim. Make sure you make
full use of your registration status and
contact us if you would like to use the
Hair Council logo.
So much has happened since the
last edition it’s hard to keep up with
all the changes. The Hair Council
is now supported by a number of
other committees such as the Barber
Council, The Steering Group and think
tanks based in Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland. There are PR and
educational committees and so it goes
on. The Hair Council has really grown
and as a registered hairdresser or
barber you are a part of this. We would
like 12 registered hairdressers – salon
owners, managers, stylists or barbers
– to volunteer to be on a think tank
to help us help you. If you can give
up two afternoons a year to meet and
discuss how to promote registration
you are the person we are looking for.
Let me know if you are interested at
sally@haircouncil.org.uk
The 2014 UK Student of the Year
Awards were amazing with the
judges Hooker & Young and Jayne
Schauenburg really impressed with the
standard of work. We are really glad
to have the Level 3 winning look on the
front cover of this magazine. See the
full report on pages 16 and 17.
Don’t forget to follow us on social
media for all the latest updates– with
almost 14,000 Twitter followers and
4000 Facebook likes, your views will
really be heard.
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Registered Barber Mike Taylor Heads to
Hong Kong to Host Barbering Master Class

Director & southern-based trainer of the British Barbers’
Association (BBA) Mike Taylor recently visited Hong Kong to
conduct a barbering master class at the prestigious Mandarin
Oriental Hotel.
Mike, together with trainer and registered barber Sheriff
Mehmet, showcased the most up-to-date barbering techniques
over the four-day period, using STRUCTURE styling products.
The trip followed last year’s success, where Mike and the BBA
impressed barbers at the global five-star hotel chain.
During his time in Hong Kong, Mike was also asked to present
a Master Barber award to Larry Mui from The Mandarin
Oriental. The BBA was also proud to feature in a selection of
Hong Kong’s most influential newspapers and magazines,
setting a high standard for barbering across the globe.
On being asked to return again next year, Mike Taylor
commented: “It’s a real honour to be asked to go back again.
I’m very passionate about education in this industry and it’s an
amazing opportunity to train barbers in a top-class, worldwide
hotel.”

Deputy Minister for Skills and Technology Ken
Skates is the centre of attention as he presents
state registration certificates to stylists at The
Hair Business, Cowbridge. With him (from left)
are ISA Training’s chairman Shirley Davis-Fox,
stylists Claire Brahim, Jade Gilbert, Janine Perry, Owen Oakley, Hayley James, Bethan Ingram
and salon owner Leigharne Phillips.

All Level 2 & 3 Stylists Registered at The Hair Business
Congratulations to The Hair Business in Cowbridge – one of the top
hairdressing salons in Wales – who have registered all Level 2 and
3 stylists. The salon invited Ken Skates, Deputy Minister for Skills
and Technology, to visit them and present the stylists with their
certificates. This not only helped promote the professionalism of the
salon but also helps boost the campaign calling for all hairdressers
to be registered. Also present was Shirley Davis-Fox, a member of
the Hair Council and Political Ambassador for the campaign for
registration.
Mr Skates said: “It was great to visit The Hair Business and award its
stylists with state registration certificates and I congratulate them
all on their achievement. I have no doubt that their qualifications
and becoming state registered will not only help the stylists in
their careers, but will also help ensure that The Hair Business is
recognised by its customers as a company that offers a high-quality,
professional service.”
Leigharne Phillips, owner of The Hair Business, which employs 20
staff, said: “I think it’s important that hairdressing is recognised as
a professional industry and state registration is the way forward.
The campaign will gather momentum as we get more salons and
hairdressers and barbers on board. As professional hairstylists we
work on building and maintaining a standard in hairdressing and we
want our clients to know that we are qualified and that they are in
good hands. Any salon that truly cares about our profession should
become state registered.”
Mrs Davis-Fox said she was delighted that The Hair Business had
encouraged all its qualified stylists to become state registered
voluntarily and called on other professional salons across Wales and
the UK to follow suit. “I would like members of the public to start
asking hairdressers and barbers if they are state registered and to
only use those that are,” she added.
06thehairdresser

Karen’s Close Shave
Well done to registered hairdresser
Karen Field, who raised over £700 for
the Little Princess Trust by having her
hair shaved off on the Hair Council
stand at Salon International recently.
The audience watched as Karen’s lovely
locks were shaved off by Craig Barrett
from the British Barbers Association.
If you would like to donate and help
Karen reach her £1,000 goal, please
visit uk.virginmoneygiving.com/
karenshavingherhair

Congratulations Kai Wan
Congratulations to Registered Hairdresser and Salon Director
Kai Wan who completed the Prudential Ride London to raise
money for Cancer Research UK. Kai says: “In hairdressing,
I meet so many people and just
can’t believe how many of them
have been affected by cancer, either
themselves or a loved one or friend.
Just last year I remember doing a
last hair style for a sufferer who
wanted to look great in her last days.
This year a couple of friends have
lost their two year old and more
recently a close and lovely friend
and mum of two lost her battle to
this disease, which really affected us.
I want to do as much as I can to help
Cancer Research UK develop more
cures”. Kai went on to exceed his
target of £640 to raise £790.

Registered Barber
MK Triumphs in
Moscow
Congratulations to State Registered
Barber MK, who was recently awarded
‘The Professional of the Year’ Award at
the Moscow Hair Show. The award was
a complete surprise to MK who, upon
receiving it, said: “I am shocked and truly
overwhelmed.” MK is one of the UK’s
leading male stylists with over 20 years
of experience. He continues to capture
prestigious awards and the admiration
from his industry for his unique approach
to cutting-edge barbering, which he
describes as “The Art & Science of Hair
with Flair”.

Registered hairdresser Anne Veck’s salon leads
the way in global green energy technology
How does a cut in energy consumption by 90% sound? Well, that’s what Anne Veck’s
hairdressing salon in Oxford has achieved, saving thousands of pounds in utility bills
along the way.* How have they achieved this amazing result? Anne Veck explains:
“Our ambition was always to create a genuine green salon. In 2012, we embarked
upon this project with our energy advisors, to reduce energy consumption and carbon
emissions. Ceramic Fuel Cell have a generator called BlueGen – the great thing about
this new technology is that many high street outlets and offices can benefit from this
too!”
Anne’s energy advisors and suppliers of this revolutionary technology, armed with
these amazing figures, are now beginning to work with many salons and other
businesses keen to reap similar benefits from this amazing system. As energy prices
rocket, Anne’s bills have effectively become negligible, to the benefit of her bottom
line. Anne has also found an unexpected benefit too, she explains: “New clients are
also being generated as they really do appreciate being clients of a green salon; we’ve
seen a turnover increase of 12% since we installed the new system.”
*excluding cost of purchasing the BlueGen. Including this the reduction is 62% or nearly £40,000 over 20 years.
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Robb Horne’s Scottish
Success Story
Congratulations to registered hairdresser Robb Horne
and the Gary Thompson Hairdressing Team in Glasgow
who, earlier this year, won two trophies at the Scottish
Hair and Beauty awards 2014. The ‘Oscars’ of the
Scottish hair and beauty world were announced at
the Thistle Hotel in Glasgow and Gary Thompson
Hairdressing walked away with the Hair Salon of the
Year (South) and Hair Extensionist awards.

JUXTAPOSITION
For this collection I have been
working with a ‘day to night’ theme
and wanted to contrast a very
natural, understated look with a
show-stopping look for each model.

KarineJACKSON

For the colour techniques, I looked to
everything from space to the iconic
Debbie Harry: the peach blonde with
dark roots is based on the pattern
of a nebular, while the Saturn Ring
technique is used to create a band of
colour in the mid-lengths of the hair
for a statement finish.
Other new techniques include
Melange, which is all about the
blending of subtle shades to give a
cool translucent finish, and Schu
Shine, a fun technique that gives a
random, mussy dispersal of colour.
Karine Jackson
using Organic Colour Systems
Photos:
Andrew O’Toole
Stylist:
Leticia Dare
MUA:
Margaret Aston
Assistant: Nicola Hand, OCS Australia
Hair:

Fudge Brings The Art of
Mixology to the Hair World
Haircare brand Fudge Professional entertained
and inspired guests at the official launch of its
new Fudge Colour Conditioning Cocktail Bar,
due to open in January 2015. Designed to boost
both colour and shine, the new colour bar gives
the colourist endless colour creations to meet
every client’s needs.

Great Lengths Educators Celebrate State
Registration Status
Leading hair extensions brand Great Lengths has been pioneering
the way in hair enhancement for more than 20 years. Known for
innovation, technological advancements and new, creative ways of using
hair extensions, Great Lengths has a loyal following of professionals,
consumers and celebrities alike – supported by an excellent team of
educators. Amanda Jackson, Principal Educator, said the team has
“Commitment to the professional hairdressing industry with a passion
for knowledge and hands-on experience. With a range of relevant
qualifications including BA Hons, Cert ED and Assessors, the Great
Lengths education team have all become State Registered by the Hair
Council, which is a huge achievement. Regulating the industry has and
always will be championed by Great Lengths.”

Held at the stylish Hoxton Hotel, located in
the heart of East London, guests were served
different ‘colour shots’ that corresponded with
the new Fudge Colour Cocktails. The Fudge
team, including head of Fudge Stephanie Bruce,
creative director John Vial and global head
of technical training Tracy Hayes, provided an
update on what’s been happening in the world
of Fudge
After the new colour concept was revealed,
guests were taken to the hotel’s private bar
where they had the chance to make some
of Fudge’s new Colour Cocktails. From
minty infusions to short, sweet mixes, expert
mixologists were on hand to teach guests
how to shake up the perfect Fudge cocktail
concoctions.

Bridgeen King, Master Craftsman in Hairdressing
Congratulations to registered hairdresser Bridgeen King – who was recently presented the prestigious Master
Craftsman Award near her home town in Northern Ireland. The Hair Council Registrar, Sally Styles and Chair,
Lynda Whitehorn were visiting Denman Premises in Bangor, Co. Down and, alongside Denman Chairman
John Rainey, Marketing Manager Jonathan King and Managing Director Philip Steele, were pleased to
present Bridgeen with her MC. Bridgeen has been registered for many years and after contacting the Hair
Council to find out how she could further help with the campaign for registration, is now Chair of the newly
formed Northern Ireland Think Tank for registration. She has just opened her own Salon ‘Bridgeen King
Hairdressing’ in Castle Whelan, Co. Down and will ensure she only employs registered hairdressers.
08thehairdresser
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Introduction into Barbering - £150

Fading and Shaving - £150

Designed for complete beginners - No previous
experience is necessary. This course will include
practical demonstrations and cutting on a head
block. This course is purely a basic introduction
into the barbering industry. To be able to cut
hair and work in a barbershop you will need to
complete further training.

Designed for barbers and confident hairdressers
wanting to up skill and learn new skills. This
course will include demonstrations and practical
cutting and shaving sessions on live models. This
course will teach you the art of cut throat shaving
including the health and safety and product and
equipment knowledge needed to take this skill
back into your barbershop or salon. You will also
be given expert shaving skills and knowledge on
creating the perfect fade and be able to practice
techniques on live models.

Barbering Techniques for
Hairdressers - £150
Designed for hairdressers who want to gain
confidence in cutting men’s hair. This course will
include demonstrations and practical cutting
sessions on live models. This course will cover
specific barbering techniques and train you on
how to create more masculine shapes when
cutting men’s hair.

NVQ in Barbering - £2,000
(for information regarding funding for Barbering
NVQ’s, please email Mike Taylor)

Clipper Confidence - £150
Designed for hairdressers and beginner barbers
wanting to build their confidence using clippers.
This course will include demonstrations and
practical cutting sessions on a head block
and live models. This course will cover all
aspects of clipper work including blending, fading
and shaping.

Salon or College Visit - £350/day
Training days tailored to the needs of you and
your staff or students.

www.miketayloreducation.com
To book a course, please contact Mike Taylor by calling on:
07969 348 675 or emailng: info@miketayloreducation.com
Hair
Council
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Sophia

Hilton

Sophia Hilton became registered when she entered the UK Student of the Year Awards and went on to win,
becoming a great young ambassador for the Hair Council. Since then Sophia has remained registered, presented
about registration and is a member of the Steering Group for the Hair Council. Sophia won the Newcomer of the
Year in 2013 at the British Hairdressing awards.
So, who is the real Sophia Hilton?
Now there is an interesting question!
For quite a few years I tried to hide my
quirkiness. I’ve always been comfortable
and confident with who I am but I always
wanted to appear professional and so I feel
a lot of people don’t really know the real
me in the industry. It’s only as I’ve matured,
with gaining experience on my side and a
few little awards under my belt that I am
truly happy to be transparent.

What makes you a good person to
work alongside?
I’m naturally a happy person; I genuinely
love life, so I think that makes me nice to be
around. I’ve always been very self-aware
and I know my weaknesses well, I don’t
hide them. It’s ok for people to know I’m
not perfect and I think that helps people
relax around me.
The day I won the Colour Trophy, I was
showing a competitor the bits I didn’t
like with my colour, in turn he showed me
where he’d got nail varnish in his model’s
hair! We both laughed and felt so much
more comfortable. That’s the way it should
be in my eyes.

What makes you a difficult person
to work alongside?
If I have to work with anyone who doesn’t
like their job! I have zero tolerance for
12 thehairdresser

them. I execute everything I do to the best
of my ability, I have high expectations of
everyone around me. That doesn’t mean a
person can’t fail at something, failing when
you have tried your best is a part of life.
But failing because you were lazy, well that
will always be a problem for me.

Is there a moment in your career
that changed your life?
Yes, and it wasn’t an award. I was 23 when
I truly understood the meaning of team
work. ‘Team work’ is a word people like to
throw around on a CV to look impressive,
although a lot of people go through life
never truly understanding its meaning.
It’s not our fault; if you are surrounded
by selfish people, you think the only way
to get on is to compete. As soon as that
penny dropped for me, I became so much
stronger, the power of the collective,
that idea that one and one make three. I
stopped feeling competitive with everyone
and I started to share everything I had, and
in turn, people let their barriers down and
began to share with me. It changed my life,
and it was a simple shift in the way I was
looking at things.

You always seem to be wearing
wonderful outfits; you must be very
into fashion?

because they are fun, I have no interest in
their ‘prestige.’ I wear what works for me;
I don’t spend a lot of money, rather play
with styles without the first thought about
trends.
However, I do work with trend
interpretation in my job so I understand
it well. What people need to remember
is that fashions emerge from a number
of places other than just the catwalks.
Especially when working with hair, hair
colour for example to me can rarely be
truly determined on the catwalks alone.

Finally, you are registered with the
Hair Council – why do you think its
campaign is important?
We are in a fragmented industry and it
shows. Everyone I meet wants change of
some sort. Education being the big one.
But what we all forget is until there is one
body in control, one single organisation to
be in charge, then how can there ever be
big change? There are too many chiefs in
this industry. We need a leader.... and who
better than the Hair Council. They day it
happens will be seen as one of the biggest
historical moments in our industry and I
fully intend to be there.

Sophia says... “Education alone kills creativity”
We all know the importance of education for keeping ourselves
fresh and creative. We all know the benefits of going on a course
and learning something new. They excite us, they teach us new skills
and they fill us with motivation.

quite simple. I’m not afraid of failing, I’m confident. I’m confident
that in 90% of the time it’s going to look awful and I’m perfectly
comfortable with that. I often notoriously walk into the staff room
with a mannequin head, laugh and say, “look how hideous this is”.

But there is one thing that we forget to put a value on, the art of
playing. Gone are the days of spending hours drawing, building and
imagining ourselves as superheroes. Playing is something we were
taught we must simply grow out of. So as we get older we prefer
structure and when we want to learn something, we search for
where it is taught. We aim to learn, not to discover.

So for me, a good course is one that teaches you techniques to
move forward rather than styles, a starting block, something
you can make your own. This is how I educate and how I believe
education should be.

But true creativity is leaving all that behind, allowing yourself to put
your hands to your tools and get lost in play. Holding hair, feeling
hair, literally spending hours creating the most horrific creations,
until maybe... just maybe, you find a diamond in all that soil.
I teach a class for L’Oreal called ‘5-minute hair up’ and to create
these styles it took many hours of playing. Sometimes the assistants
would ask me how I come up with new designs and the answer is

My favourite place to bounce ideas is Instagram. Often a little test
piece of colour on a weft will get more likes than a photo-shoot
that costs a fortune. It’s confidence building, it’s encouraging and
it’s sharing.
So try it, let go of your insecurities and pick up your tail comb. Don’t
forget to share it on Instagram and help get the world playing again.
Twitter Logo for Adobe Illustrator

sophiahilton01

hiltonsophia

Em… not really. I couldn’t tell a Gucci from
a Prada if I tried. I’ve never been into
fashion in that particular way. I like clothes
thehairdresser  13
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StepbyStep

From Schwarzkopf Professional’s
‘Modern Glamour’ collection

Move over Princey, this season, girls are wearing the armour. Ready for combat in über hot metallics and a conspicuous clash of cash.
Sophisticated shades of burnished silver, gold, pewter and rose add a power punch to this already brilliantly bold look. And look out as luxe
fabrics collide in a tactile mix of textures and finishes including mesh, faux fur and shearling trim. Curved fringes in muted metallics become the perfect headgear, offering the ideal base for daring accents of shiny navy and rich chocolate. Employ the Shadow Light technique
to create contrasting shimmer and sheen for real colour depth. You better make sure you’re ready for battle.
1

2

Cut hair at 90 degree angle, keeping in line with the head shape

Section hair for cutting
3

Dry hair, brushing it
so it falls naturally
5

Section hair for step
1 of colouring
7

4

Point cut hair
6

Colour fringe using Igora Vario Blond Plus Bleach and +3% Igora Royal Oil Developer. Use back-to-back panels and
roots to ends technique
Section hair for
step 2 of colouring.
Colour hair using
Igora Royal 1-1 and
+3% Igora Royal
Oil Developer.
Use roots to ends
technique

10

8

Section hair for step
3 of colouring. Colour
hair using Igora Royal
Metallics 9-18 and
+3% Igora Royal Oil
Developer. Use panels
and roots to ends
technique

9

11

After colouring,
spray with BC Oil
Miracle Barbary Fig
& Keratin Restorative
Conditioning Milk

12

Colour hair using
Igora Royal
Metallics 7-16 and
+3% Igora Royal Oil
Developer

Photographer
Jack Eames

Carry on colouring the rest of section
with the colours used in step 8
13

Brush product through hair
14

15

Hair Stylist
Tyler Johnston
Hair Stylist Assistant
Liv Holst, Violette Kampf
Make Up
Isabel Peters, Vanity Reece
Creative Director
Simon Ellis

Blow-dry hair, brushing hair
into their sections

14 thehairdresser

Straighten hair

Spray with OSiS+ Session Label
Flexible Hold Hairspray

www.essential-looks.com
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SPONSORED BY

The Hair Council UK Student of the Year
Awards, sponsored by L’Oreal Professionnel,
VTCT and Denman, took place at Salon
International in October.
Following a photographic competition, which received over
200 entries and was judged by Patrick Cameron, Andrew
Barton and Jamie Stevens, eight Level 2 and eight Level
3 finalists contested the final. The practical took place at
L’Oreal Studios in Hammersmith where the finalists had to
recreate their original photographic look. The competition
was judged by celebrity hairdressers Gary Hooker and
Michael Young and Jayne Schauenburg, a previous winner
herself and hairdressing educator.
This was followed by a 10-minute interview where contestants
were asked about the look they had created and their
inspirations in the industry. All 16 finalists received a goody
bag packed to the brim with products and brushes from 13
different companies.
Hooker and Young then introduced each of the finalists
on the HJ stage at Salon International. The winners were
eventually announced and for the first time in 40 years there
was a joint first place for Level 2.
Many congratulations to Tara Walls from Rainbow Rooms
International – “I can’t believe it, I’m so honoured – what a
fantastic achievement” – and Marlena Luczak from Stoke
on Trent College – “I was so excited when I found out I’d
won. It’s been a great experience and opportunity for me to
take part in such a prestigious event” – who won the Level
2 competition and to Lauren Thompson from Reflections
Training Academy for Level 3 – “I can’t believe I’ve won, it
still doesn’t feel real. It’s been an absolutely overwhelming
experience and so nice to know all my hard work has paid off.
This is only the beginning.”
The winners will receive a day shadowing celebrity hairdresser
Andrew Barton and a career-guided lunch with Sophia Hilton,
as well as afternoon tea at the House of Commons.
If you would like more details or images please contact the Hair
Council on 020 8760 7014 or ellie@haircouncil.org.uk

16 thehairdresser
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Hair
Anne Veck
for Anne Veck Salons
Assisted by Aneta Kucinska,
Kelly Munt, Rita Szabo
Photography
Barry Jeffery
Styling
Kate Jeffery
Make-up
Ewa Pietra
Styling Products
Design Pulse by Matrix

COLOURMOTION

AnneVECK
18 thehairdresser
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theTOPshelf
A look at some of the industry leaders’ newest
professional products to use in your salon
Fudge Headpaint Brunettes and
Rose Golds Collection
“Panels that contrast make for a really stand-out look this autumn. With
strong contrasting sections of brunettes and super cool blondes, the new Fudge
Headpaint Brunettes and Rose Gold Collection proves that brown doesn’t have to
be dull!” says Tracy Hayes, Fudge Global Head of Technical Training. Versatile
and economical for the salon owner; the easy
to use Fudge Headpaint professional colour line
has been created for the colour specialist looking
for outstanding results. The dual colour system
means that Fudge Headpaint can be used as a
demi and permanent colour. Each colour contains
pure pigments for vibrant and long lasting results
with superb grey coverage. For more information
call 020 7845 6333

CURLS ARE IN!

Meet the new curl heroes
from KMS California
KMS California is proud to introduce two new
additions to its innovative CURLUP range – meet
perfecting lotion and leave-in conditioner, the
brand new pair that curly-haired clients
will love! It’s official, CURLS ARE IN.
CURLUP leave-in conditioner is a daily
light-weight conditioner designed to
moisturise curly hair without weighing
it down, creating the perfect styling
foundation for a perfect look.
CURLUP perfecting lotion is designed to
enhance and define curls, keeping them
soft and smooth in even high humidity.
This product moisturises curls, restoring
flexibility for a beautiful, natural bounce.
For more information call 01323 432100

Wow Your Mature Clients

Joice Daily
Care Range

with Schwarzkopf’s new colour service
The 60-plus age group has
grown from 200 million to
600 million between 1950
and 2000, and it’s predicted
to reach two billion by 2050!
With these staggering facts
in mind – are you doing the
most to capture the attention
of this new market in salon?
Introducing Schwarzkopf
Professional’s new Igora
Royal Absolutes – the brand’s
first professional colour with
collagen. For women aged 40+
try the 100% white coverage
and fashionable shades with
Collagen and Siliamine to
condition brittle and thinning
hair, making it look fuller with
suppleness, ultimate care and
shine. For women aged 55+
there are subtle shades that
cover grey and don’t look too
harsh against their skin. The
new IGORA ROYAL Absolutes
Age Blend now offers ten great
double-reflex shades for less
contrasting, gentler results. For
more information call 01858
419668

Developed for normal,
healthy hair types, Daily Care
range from JOICO maintains
hair’s health, strength and
suppleness. Use the balancing
shampoo, rich in Evening
Primrose Oil, Aloe Vera and
Borage Seed Oil, to provide
nourishment. The Treatment
Shampoo is a gentle cleanser
that helps to control scalp
disorders, removing dry skin
caused by dandruff, psoriasis
and seborrhea, promoting
healthy blood circulation
and relieving dry, itchy and
sensitive scalps. The JOICO
Balancing Conditioner keeps
healthy hair glossy, tanglefree and in balance whilst the
JOICO Leave-In Detangler
is a weightless leave-in
moisturiser that protects hair
from environmental factors.
For more information call
0845 071 2326 or visit www.
joicoeurope.com

Viviscal Professional

Discover the secret of beautiful healthy hair
Everyone wants beautiful, thick, healthy-looking hair
and now, from the experts in hair-loss treatment,
Viviscal, comes an advanced nutritional supplement
containing the highest-ever amounts of key active
ingredients and a new breakthrough formulation. This
is the supplement that leading stylists, colourists and
trichologists believe is the secret to gorgeous healthy
hair. Available only through leading salons that have
passed the accredited Viviscal Professional training
course, ensuring they truly understand hair growth and
loss, Viviscal Professional is the ultimate nutritional
treatment that nourishes hair from within. Viviscal
Professional has reached the stars and Hollywood’s
Gwyneth Paltrow swears by it. “It beyond works. I want
to buy stock in that company,” she said.
For more information see www.viviscalprofessional.com

Smooth Sexy Hair Range
Smooth Sexy Hair is on call to smooth and straighten
unruly locks. Infused with coconut oil, Smooth Sexy
Hair combats frizz-prone hair by coating the outer
cuticle layer, protecting it from the harsh elements,
and creating a smooth effect. Instantaneously, hair will
transform from frizzy, wavy, and lacklustrous to sleek
and glossy locks. The sought-after oil also reduces the
protein loss from hair, which prevents the hair from
breaking and becoming damaged. Smooth Sexy Hair
is sulfate, gluten, paraben and salt-free, which helps
maintains healthy hair, creating silky, shiny locks with
great manageability. For more information see
www.sexyhair.co.uk

A World of New Styling Possibilities
ghd – the iconic professional styling brand – launches ghd curve, a range of
innovative curling tools to create gorgeous, shiny, healthier-looking curls and
a world of new styling possibilities. Developed by ghd’s team of Cambridgebased scientists, three quick-thinking sensors in the barrel heat the tools
to 185°C and maintain this temperature, constantly and evenly, delivering
long-lasting, healthier-looking curls that last. ghd curve makes styling
faster, too; rapid heat-up, the ability to load more hair on to the barrel
and a quick set time means looks can be created in minimal time
with maximum results. Stylists will also be able to offer clients a
more extensive style menu, using all four tools in the ghd curve
range for countless trend-led looks.
For more information, call 08453 301133
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Business or Pleasure?
Over two in five small business owners admit to missing special
occasions, including weddings and birthdays, due to workload

Running a small business is a ‘constant challenge’
say 62% of small business owners
Time-stretched small business owners are having to put
work before special occasions, a new study reveals. The
YouGov survey, commissioned by First Data Merchant
Solutions, quizzed over 1,000 British small business
owners and decision-makers, revealing that 44% of
owners have missed a personal occasion because they
are too busy running the company, with more
than one in ten even failing to attend their
own birthday celebration.
Nearly a fifth of small business decision
makers have missed picking their children
up from school, 11% have failed to attend
an anniversary celebration with a partner or
spouse and one in ten have had to choose
running the business over attending a
wedding of a friend or relative. In the most
extreme cases, small business owners have
even had to skip funerals and memorials of
friends and family members due to workload, with one
owner even sacrificing being present at the birth of his
child.

Less labour. More love.
Meet Clover™ Station — the revolutionary
control system built for businesses like yours.
Clover can track inventory, manage employees and accept payments
with ease. So you focus less on operations and more on customers.
Get back to what you love. For more information please call
0800 652 5808, visit us online at www.firstdatams.co.uk/clover or
email cloverenquiries@fdms.com quoting IE8.

These findings clash with the discovery that 44% of
small business owners set up because they ‘wanted
more flexible working hours’. With 39% admitting that
running a business has proven to be more challenging
than expected, it seems that reality doesn’t always meet
expectations. After the buzz and excitement of setting up
a company, more than two in five small business owners
describe running a small business as ‘time consuming’
and 32% even ‘exhausting’.
Some of the top tasks that small business decision
makers have found more challenging than expected
include managing staff (32%) and accounting or tracking
finances (25%). In fact, over a fifth (22%) of decision
makers claim that they spend more than 10 hours per
day on average on ‘behind the scenes’ admin tasks such
as these.
With admin tasks proving tougher to manage than
expected, small businesses run the risk of missing out on
vital strategic growth activities. This issue has not gone
unnoticed by small and medium business enterprise
(SME) owners – given an extra hour in the working day,
27% would spend time identifying new ways to expand
the business, and over one in five on marketing activities.
The time pressure facing small business owners could
be linked to the difficulty many find with delegating
to employees. A total of 37% admit to worrying about

handing control over to employees when taking time
away from the business, with more than half worrying
that staff will make accidental errors in their absence. It
seems that the desire ‘to be in control’ that inspired 49%
to start their businesses is leaving owners tied to their
businesses at great personal expense.
Raj Sond, general manager at First Data
Merchant Solutions, comments: “It is a real
shame to see that administrative tasks are
overwhelming SMEs to the point that they are
unable to focus on growing their businesses.
It is quite commonplace for business owners
to be reluctant to hand over the reins in their
absence, but running a small business should
be an exciting adventure, not a barrier to
leading a normal life. Most businesses are
born from a spark and a real passion for
something. Unfortunately, the reality is that
this enthusiasm becomes diluted by the drudgery of
time-consuming administrative activities. SME owners
need to replicate the power of larger retailers to simplify
the running of their businesses and they should look to
technologies that can help them achieve this and ensure
they don’t extinguish that spark.”
Despite these challenges, there are platforms that can
help SMEs save time and also grow their business. First
Data Merchant Solution’s newly launched Clover™
Station helps merchants track inventory, manage
employees, build lasting customer relationships, and
accept payments with ease – all on one integrated
platform.
All figures, unless otherwise stated, are from YouGov Plc. Total
sample size was 1,020 senior decision-makers from SMEs (less
than 250 employees), of which 520 are owners. Fieldwork was
undertaken between 4th - 11th August 2014. The survey was
carried out online. The figures have been weighted and are
representative of British business size.

About First Data

Around the world, every second of every day, First Data
makes payment transactions secure, fast and easy for
merchants, financial institutions and their customers.
First Data leverages its vast product portfolio and
expertise to drive client revenue and profitability. Whether
the choice of payment is by debit or credit card, gift card,
check or mobile phone, online or at the checkout counter,
First Data takes every opportunity to go beyond the
transaction.

First Data Europe Limited is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA register No. 582703).
The Clover trademark and logo are owned by Clover Network, Inc.
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Green Hairdressing?
www.denmanbrushes.com

Fife College leads the sector
with new clean-air green salon!
Head of Department for Hair and Beauty at the College, Registered hairdresser
and Master Craftsman Christina Laing, shares the story of this new initiative.

Fife College is currently building a brand new “Green Salon” at its campus in
Halbeath, Dunfermline, in Fife. Fife is a region of Scotland which on the map of the
United Kingdom looks like a Scottie dog’s head sitting in the east of the central belt
of Scotland between St Andrews and Edinburgh.

7 Top Tips For

Blowdrying
1

The nozzle of the hairdryer should
be kept at least 10cm away from
the hair and brush as the heat will
damage the hair and brush through
time

2
3
4
5
6
7

Never place the dryer nozzle on top
the brush or hair
Never allow the hairbrush pins or
bristles past the grille and inside the
hairdryer, as they will be damaged
Concentrator nozzles, diffusers or
other attachments should only be
used on low/medium heat settings
and not placed directly on the hair
or hairbrush
Do not concentrate heat in one
particular area for any length of
time, keep the hairdryer moving
Hairdryers also damage the hair if
not used correctly
During blowdrying the concentrator
nozzle should be directed
downwards to smooth the hair
cuticle and give a better finish
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As head of department for the Academy
of Hair, Beauty, Sport and Fitness I have
worked at the college for the past 26
years, starting off as a part-time lecturer.
My starting point in the industry was
a six-week placement from school in
Green’s The Hairdressers which I loved
and decided then that I wanted to be a
hairdresser. When I left school I took up
an apprenticeship with a local salon and
attended college on a day release basis.
Here at Denman we have so many hairbrushes it can be difficult to choose
which one is best for blowdrying with high and low heat. To get the very best
out of your Denman brush, we recommend following this guide.

High Heat

These brushes are designed to be used with high heat hairdryers. The
Thermoceramic and Head Hugger brushes have heat-retaining barrels allowing
sections of hair to be wrapped around the barrel to create soft curls and waves
in the hair. The Head Hugger brush has an hour-glass shaped barrel to get
close into the roots and create maximum root-lift and volume in the hair. The
Thermoceramic Boar Bristle Brushes are great to use in conjunction with hair oils
and blow outs.

Low-to-Medium Heat

Classic Styling and Vent brushes are perfect for blowdrying hair on a low-to-medium
setting to get the best performance. The Classic Styling Range consists of four brushes:
D14 Handbag, D3 (the brush Vidal Sassoon used to create the classic bob style), D4
large and D5 heavyweight handle. These brushes have the famous half-round rubber
pad which is perfect for smoothing hair, creating sleek bob shapes and for flicking out.
The two vent brushes are great for blowdrying the hair quickly and effectively. The
D100 Tunnel Vent allows the hot air to circulate directly at the roots of the hair while the
D200 Flexible Vent is great for fast drying and detangling. The Denman Paddle brushes
are also great for blowdrying hair straight on a low-to-medium heat. The D83 is a large
paddle brush which is great for grooming long thick hair while the D84 small paddle
brush can be popped into a handbag for on-the-go styling.

Low Heat

The Denman Grooming brushes should only be used with low heat; otherwise the
high temperature will distort the bristles. The D80 range is perfect for detangling
hair extensions and wigs. The D81 range has boar bristle with nylon quill which is
ideal for detangling hair as well as smoothing and polishing it, while the D82 range
has 100% boar bristle which is great for smoothing, polishing and brushing out
curls.The D90 Tangle Tamer brushes are mainly used for detangling hair as well as
hair extensions and wigs. You can use heat on these brushes but we recommend
a low heat. The super-soft nylon bristles gently glide through the hair, removing
tats and tangles. An air-cushioned pad follows the contour of the head for smooth
damage-free grooming.

No Heat

As Denman have so many brushes to choose from, it is important to
point out that not all of them can be used with heat. For example,
the Denman D6 Be-Bop brushes should not be used in conjunction
with heat. This brush is designed to be gentle on the scalp, so it is
made from extra-soft plastic material and would distort if exposed to
high heat. These brushes are available in classic black and silver as well
as six bright colours. They are perfect for detangling hair in the shower,
distributing gel and wax throughout the hair and giving a gentle head
massage.

I have always been conscious of eco and
green issues having been secretary for the
local branch of Greenpeace some years
ago and during my career I have always
been aware that salons are not the best
environments for anyone with breathing
or allergy problems. I have always believed
that there are some clients who don’t
want to use chemicals, such as pregnant
women or breast feeding mums, or those
who have had previous health scares and
that those clients are an untapped market
that most salons don’t cater for.
I also know that until we find alternatives
which cover white hair, we need to
continue to use the current ranges of
permanent tints, but we need to follow
the rules of use to work as safely as we
can. There are many hairdressers with
throat, nose and ear problems and reckon
working in the hairdressing industry must
aggravate some of these health conditions
even if it’s not directly responsible for
them.
Our new Principal Hugh Logan is
forward thinking and puts our learners
first, so when I approached him to ask
if we could put a salon in our Halbeath
campus which would include elements
which would move us towards a healthier
and more eco-friendly salon he agreed
wholeheartedly with the concept. The new
salon was completed in September 2014
with a grand opening in early November.
The new salon includes the following
‘green’ and health-conscious initiatives.
• Electric car charging points at the entry
door to the salon
• Bicycle racks at the entrance door
• Local bus stops 2 minutes’ walk from the
salon, which we will utilise for advertising
posters to attract clients

• LEVs (local extraction vents) which will
be sited above positions when cutting,
colouring and mixing and above basins for
colour removal
• Salon furniture from REM’s “green” range
• Marmolium Flooring part sponsored by
Forbo Nairn (a locally-based international
company) which is the 12th greenest
product in the world
• Green Nordic “swan labelled” products
for salon and retail use
• Henna natural colouring range from The
Netherlands
• All coffee to be fair trade and pods to be
recycled
• LED low energy lighting
• Biodegradable towels which will be
reused before disposal by students for
mopping spillages, cleaning brushes etc
• Salon cleaning products by ENJO wateronly cleaning systems
• Waste management processes and
recycling to a high level for clients,
students and staff
• Bubble gum recycling pods by
GUMDROPS at entrance to the Salon to
recycle gum into combs for students and
resale
• Outdoor drying for bamboo fibre gowns
and beauty towels to save on tumble
dryer electric
• All detergents for laundry to be from
Eco suppliers
• Capacity to add Solar PV and Solar
thermal in future to heat water and
provide electricity for salon use
• Students to be issued with bamboo
brushes as part of the kit and these to be
offered for retail sale
• All suppliers to be asked for green and
CSR (corporate social responsibility)
policies before we order from them in all
tender bids
• All suppliers to be asked to remove
packaging, deliver large orders on one
visit and supply refillable products where
possible
• All our students to be taught a unit in
sustainability to enable them to be green
practitioners in the industry and lead on
this wherever they go
• Hairdryers from green range PARALUX
to be used to cut energy consumption
• All aspects of the salon to be QR
coded to provide learning objects on
sustainability for visitors from schools,
colleges, salons and anyone with an

interest in the sector (Hair Council
members are most welcome to request a
‘tour’)
• Salon e-management system at
reception to save on appointment books
and other paper usage
• Commercial days where we invite the
public to try ‘green’ alternatives
• Gloves for shampooing and chemical
applications from vegetable based
materials to be used where possible
• The Academy’s branded eco car to be
used for staff moving between locations
and a carbon footprint to be produced
annually to show savings

The Future...

This list will continue to grow as we find
more green suppliers and as the industry
produces more green products. I believe
that we are at “tipping point “ and that the
industry will move towards more green
products as demand dictates alternatives.
The LEV system is already mandatory in
Denmark and no hair salon in a college
or anywhere else is allowed to operate
without this being installed.
My dream for the future would be that
not only does hairdressing registration
become compulsory, for lots of reasons,
but that government will offer grants to
salons who want to install venting and
that like Denmark it becomes the norm.
We can all help to look after the planet’s
precious resources and still enable our
clients to look good through salon visits
but we just need to look for alternatives
and educate ourselves and our clients so
we can all make more informed choices.
The green salon will also go “virtual” in
the next year when college gaming course
students will produce the ‘virtual’ version
as part of a course project. Then anyone
with an interest can access this to help
with ways to make these changes a part
of your own salon. The whole refit was
filmed stage by stage to share information
with our heating and venting students as
this is first-time fit in a salon anywhere in
the UK!
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SHARED PARENTAL LEAVE

A Nightmare For Employers?

There’s No Fool...

The Current Law

I watched a fantastic documentary on telly recently;
The Men Who Made Us Spend. In it, BBC reporter
Jacques Peretti uncovered a pretty unsavoury
practice.

The new legislation is called Children and Family Act
2014 and has been introduced to reflect the changes in
parenting patterns and to give fathers more opportunity
to be fully involved in the process of child rearing. The
policy was championed by the Liberal Democrats.
Currently mums can already return to work after 26
weeks and transfer the balance of 26 weeks additional
maternity leave to the father. In reality the take-up of this
has been fairly sparse, figures show fewer than one in 50
new fathers are taking up this existing right.

Ever wondered why your smart phone battery
suddenly dies just weeks before your contract is up
for renewal? Or that your toaster expires just days
after its guarantee runs out? Or that your Gran had
her iron for 2 decades but the best relationship you
can conjure up with yours is just a year or two?
Uumm… call me a cynical cow (some people do! I
take it as a compliment!) but I’ve often complained
to Richard about just that. I’ve long suspected that
the ‘coincidence’ that is product lifespan cannot be
anything other than cleverly engineered and planned.
And without wishing to say ‘Mother knows best’, lo
and behold, it appears I’m not wrong. Or, to give it
its proper title – planned obsolescence; making things
obsolete by design rather than accident.
Apparently, according to Peretti, it started with a lightbulb cartel (The Phoebus Cartel) in the 1920s. Several
manufacturers got together and agreed to reduce the
life span of the common or garden light bulb from
the standard 2500 hours to just 1000 hours. Light
bulbs were simply too good – and lasted too long. So,
by reducing their active hours and lifespan, all the
manufacturers (Osram, Phillips, Tungsrem, etc) could
ensure their profits could increase by agreeing to
‘non-compete’. If nobody offered a long-lasting bulb,
they were creating a level playing field and swelling
their coffers at the same time. People simply had to
buy light bulbs quicker, which could only be good for
all of their brands.
The precedent was set – and many companies covertly
followed in endorsing a practice that lurks like a dark,
seedy underworld; it’s there, it’s happening, but it’s
never talked about.
A technology geek in the US recently went about
things in a different way. He tried and failed to get
into his smart phone battery case because there
wasn’t a screwdriver on the planet that could open it.
Funny that. So he engineered one, and guess what?
His battery could easily (and cheaply) be replaced –
once he was able to get to it. Much less expensive than
buying a new phone….

Just imagine what would
happen if we adopted the
same principles in our industry.
Imagine all the big manufacturers
getting together to create colours
that deliberately faded out. Or
Keratin treatments that purposely
didn’t last. Or wax that actually
encouraged hair growth.
(Careful… I don’t want to give our
suppliers any ideas... ahem.)
Outcry? Pandemonium? I would hope so.
I simply cannot imagine we would tolerate it, or let
our customers do so. Hairdressers are some of the
most ethical people I know.
Yet in our throwaway society we appear to have
embraced a culture of ‘if in doubt, chuck it out’. We
don’t expect to have the same furniture to pass on to
our children or grandchildren as our ancestors did.
We don’t assume that a washing machine is built to
last. We presume it’s built to fail instead.
Are we alone as a profession in encouraging good
practice? Of wanting the best (genuinely) for our
customers? It may appear so.
Our industry (thank heavens!) does not embrace
this unethical approach and attitude. Far from it. We
are actually pedalling in reverse gear, and creating
treatments that are results driven, and long lasting.
Why? Because that’s what our customers want. And
we listen to them. Like we should. But we seem to be
in a club of one, as other industries patently do not.

Hellen Ward is a leading educator, author and lecturer making her the definitive Business Guru for our industry.
She is also Chairman of the Fellowship for British Hairdressing, and Chairman of the government initiative
Trailblazers for the hairdressing sector.
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Maternity leave is already a problematical issue; it can be a headache managing cover for absence and
accommodating requests for part-time working. In April 2015 the law will be radically changed and a
‘Shared Parental Leave Scheme’ will be introduced. The changes are fairly dramatic and, whilst the effective
date of the change is April 2015, employers could start to receive notice of eligibility and the intention to
take Shared Parental Leave from qualifying employees from January 2015.

What Is New?

The new right will apply to mothers, fathers, partners
and adopters. It will allow all the parents or adopters to
take blocks of time off, effectively sharing the leave. The
52-week total limit remains unaffected as per maternity
leave. The mother has to take the first two weeks off but
that then leaves potentially 50 weeks that can be shared.
The new rules will apply where a baby is due to be born
on or after 5 April 2015, so it’s going to affect pregnant
mums (and dads) very soon.
• Dads will be entitled to time off to attend up to two
antenatal appointments, but the time off is unpaid.
• The new rights are in addition to the existing two
weeks’ paid leave that dads are entitled to (paternity pay)
• Mothers who return to work have a right to access
facilities to enable them to continue breastfeeding (by
expressing milk at work).
• The new system is in addition to both parents’ rights
to make a flexible working request, to request shared
parental leave.
• The number of ‘Keeping in Touch’ (KIT) days are
increased to 20 for each parent, which will be seen as a
plus in many salons. This enables parents to do a small
amount of work without losing their right to maternity
pay. Both partners must have 26 weeks’ service and earn
over £111 per week 15 weeks before the baby is due to be
eligible to participate in sharing the leave.

Requesting Shared Parental Leave

Parents who qualify for the right will need to decide if
Shared Parental Leave (ShPL) is an option for them.
When requesting shared parental leave initially (and at all
subsequent requests for blocks of leave) they must:
• give details of how much ShPL is available to them
after deducting how much has been used.
• give details of the amount of leave each parent intends
to take.
• give a non-binding indication of when the employee is
intending to take leave.

The parents can subsequently vary the amount of leave
that each will take by notifying their employers of the
change.
• Parents can choose to opt into Shared Parental Leave at
any time, so long as there is some untaken maternity leave
to share. So a mother might have two months maternity
leave and then decide to request shared parental leave
• But an employee opting for Shared Parental Leave must
“book” the leave they wish to take, giving their employer
at least eight weeks’ notice.
• Each eligible employee can give their employer up to
three separate notices that they wish to take a block of
parental leave. Each notice can be for a block of leave, or
the notice may request a pattern of “discontinuous” leave
involving different periods of leave. If a parent requests
discontinuous blocks of leave, the employer can refuse
the request and require the total weeks of leave in the
notice to be taken in a single continuous block. This is
important and worth clarifying. Requests for a block of
leave must have the request approved but if the block
is discontinuous it can be refused – so, for example,
if someone asks for two six-week periods of leave, an
employer can insist that it is taken as a single 12-week
block.
• It is easy to envisage the potential problems if a stylist
has 10 weeks off, then returns for 8 weeks before
requesting another block of 10 weeks off.

Confirming Eligibility

When a salon owner receives notice from an employee
that he or she intends to take shared parental leave, he
can request a copy of the child’s birth certificate and the
name and address of the employee’s partner’s employer.

Practical Issues

We know that the workforce in the industry is primarily
female and some employers might view the change
positively. It could mean their employee has double the
amount of KIT days and might potentially return to work
earlier than was previously the case. However, I am sure
many more have alarm bells ringing. It is difficult enough
to recruit good-quality temporary staff currently but the
prospect of recruiting someone for a block of, say, 10
weeks who then might not be required for the next 10
weeks until the second block of shared leave is taken,
isn’t an attractive one. I envisage the plans for sharing
the leave made before the baby is born will regularly be
the subject of change after the birth. In short, it means
that temporary contracts will have to be very carefully
worded.

David Wright BA (Hons) FIPD, advises HABIA and a range of salons. For an all-inclusive fee of £225 per annum (normally £250) you are able
to contact him with all your employment queries. He will write your contract, set of policies, application forms, salon handbook and send you
a monthly newsletter full of helpful tips and advice. The fee is all-inclusive no matter how many times you need him. Contact David on 07930
358067, 01302 563691 or email info@davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk. You can also take a look at his website at www.davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk
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SRHCollections

Hair
Robert Masciave
Make-up
Bella Simonsen
& Sascha Rai
Clothing
Ceri Cushen
Photography
Alex Barron &
Irena Eastington

The collection explores
the enigmatic effect of
layering cultures upon
cultures to a point
where we are unable
to distinguish where
they come from and
what they stand for.
The idea was to merge
the hair with wings to
create pieces looking
as if they naturally
grow on the model.

RobertMUSCIAVE

SemperEADEM
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You too can become a

Master Craftsman
in Hairdressing or Barbering

The Iconic

If you have been a State Registered Hairdresser or Barber for over two years and have
management or teaching experience you may be eligible to become a Master Craftsman in
Hairdressing or Barbering. This prestigious and select hairdressing award puts you among
the cream of British hairdressers and barbers. The Master Craftsman diploma comes in four
different formats and all new Master Craftsmen will be listed on the new Hair Council website –
see your name at www.haircouncil.org.uk

Congratulations to these new
Master Craftsmen Hairdressers
Bridgeen King		
Natalie Easen		
Charlotte L Knight
John W. F. Knight
Angela Jayne Flynn
Elke Hayden		
Joanne Swanton
Colin King		
Wendy Burgess
Terana Curtis		

Co. Down

Silver Metal Plaque

on a black mount in
quality silver frame

Burnished Brass Plaque

mounted on faux dark wood

Bognor Regis
Rhondda Cynon Taff
Rhondda Cynon Taff
Kippax
Totnes
Carlisle
King’s Lynn

Sassoon used it to create the bob. It’s the most versatile styling brush in the world.

Salisbury

Now with a re-designed handle for enhanced grip and control.

Queensland

Use it to smooth, shape, sculpt and style.

Congratulations to these new
Master Craftsmen Barbers
Wiliam Austin		
Alison Patricia Mills
Tracy Booton		
Carolyn Brown		
Kevin R Vorley		
Amanda Dixon		
Tony Haresign		

Wigan

Diploma in Hairdressing
in a specially made frame

Solihull

THE DENMAN D3 SEVEN-ROW STYLING BRUSH.
Often copied, never equalled.

Silver Metal Plaque
in a modern-look
acrylic frame

Sheffield
Burton-on-Trent
Rayleigh
Poole
Fife

For more information on how to become a
Master Craftsman contact the Hair Council
on 020 8760 7010.

Hair Council

www.haircouncil.org.uk

www.denmanbrush.com

The Essence of Adventure
from Jack Dean.
The Jack Dean collection is a complete styling
system formulated to cleanse, condition and style
the hair. It features classic hair lotions and
tonics including Eau de Quinine, Eau de Portugal
and American Bay Rum which are the very essence
of the golden age of travel and adventure.

Perfect for your

Barbershop Retailing.

For stockists,
Freephone:

0800 262509

Proud sponsors of the BBA’s National Student
Barber Competition and the Barber Connect Show.

www.jackdean.eu

